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A 
cross the ocean to America 

they came, inspired by faith 

and hope, seeking freedom 

and opportunity, in a new 

land. From the beauty of the soaring Alps 

in the land of Zurich, Switzerland, to the 

rolling mountains and estates of Langen-

dorf, Germany, our forefathers’ journey 

of faith and life unfolded. 

Their faith in God was firm and 

rooted in the beliefs of their Anabaptist 

forefathers of more than 300 years earlier. 

With these deep and abiding convictions, 

they lived, worked and endured. Life was 

not easy. And even the majestic land of 

the Alps could not hide the memories of 

dungeon, fire and sword. 

Now in Germany, the harsh hardships 

of yesteryear were far less painful than in 

Zurich, but still, the Bender’s were poor 

The Unveiling of Hearthside 
By Lowell Bender 

and life a continuing struggle. They 

longed and searched for a better life in a 

better land. 

One can only imagine the meal-time 

conversations around the Daniel Bender 

table. What would be their future if they 

stayed in Germany? What would their 

future be if they migrated to America? 

Do they stay or do they go? Do they 

leave their homeland for a new land, 

never to return? 

A decision was made, no doubt care-

fully and prayerfully. They would leave 

their European roots as a family and im-

migrate to America. But leaving would 

not be easy or simple. They did not have 
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This article is adapted from a presen-

tation by the author at a reunion of the 

descendants of Christian W. and Ida 

(Hershberger) Bender (1875-1962 and 

1876-1945) on June 28, 2013. The occa-

sion included the unveiling of Hearthside, 

a hardbound volume of 333 pages, writ-

ten by various descendants in an effort to 

preserve family stories and the history of 

their heritage. This essay draws largely 

on Hearthside.  Lowell and Verna Bender 

live in Bittinger, Maryland. He is retired 

from a staff position at Garrett Commu-

nity College, McHenry, Maryland.  

The chest brought from Germany by Elizabeth (Bauman) Bender, mother of Wilhelm, in 

1842, surrounded by granddaughters of Christian W. and Ida (Hershberger) Bender. 

Clockwise, beginning lower left: Gertrude (Miller) Slabach, Ruth (Miller) Yoder, Lucy 

Beachy (Maust), Rhoda Miller (Keefer), Rachel Miller, Esther Beachy (Yoder), Ida 

Marie Miller, Naomi (Bender) Yoder. Photo taken in 1985. The chest is in possession of 

Naomi’s children.  Credit: Hearthside: The Life and Stories of Christian W. and Ida Her-

shberger Bender and Their Children (2013). 



 

 

the finances for the voyage. 

But funds were not the only issue. 

Sailing across the Atlantic could last from 

six to fourteen weeks. The risks were real 

and the dangers were great. Storms at sea, 

food shortages, sickness, disease, and 

even fires on board were constant threats. 

But the Bender family had a deep and 

abiding faith and trust in the divine provi-

dence of God. Sail they would. 

Many at this reunion here today could 

recount the next chapter of this story. The 

family decided that young Wilhelm, a lad 

of fifteen, would sail first by himself to 

earn money to help finance the voyage 

for the rest of the family who would 

come at a later time. Wilhelm would be-

come an indentured servant. A friend of 

the Bender’s lent money for Wilhelm’s 

passage and, upon arrival in Baltimore, 

Wilhelm would work to pay off the loan, 

normally taking from five to seven years. 

 The family said farewell to young 

Wilhelm, reportedly in the year 1830, as 

he left to cross the Atlantic bound for 

Baltimore. Little is known about the voy-

age itself. Some years later, when 

Wilhelm’s mother and brothers crossed 

the ocean, it took forty-one days. 

 After Wilhelm’s arrival in Balti-

more, he began to work for a nursery-

man. Soon word came to Grantsville that 

Wilhelm was in Baltimore. Upon hearing 

about it, an Amish bishop, Benedict 

Miller, declared that it is not right that one 

of our own should live and work in Balti-

more alone for all those years. Where-

upon Benedict rode to Baltimore on 

horseback, redeemed Wilhelm’s debt, 

and brought Wilhelm back to his home 

near Springs, Pennsylvania.  

With time, Wilhelm had earned 

enough to help a younger brother also 

cross the Atlantic. The two brothers then 

continued to earn money for the rest of 

the family to come to America. 

Twelve years had passed since 

Wilhelm came to Springs. With the earn-

ings of the two brothers and the selling of 

the Benders belongings in Langendorf, 

there were now available funds for the 

rest of the family to sail. 

 Meanwhile back at Springs, 

Wilhelm now married, was raising a calf 

for a celebration meal upon the arrival of 

the Bender family. However, the ex-

pected time came and went without arri-

val, and with no reason known for the 

delay. Disappointed, Wilhelm finally 

slaughtered the calf one morning. Later in 

the day as they began preparing the meal, 

they saw a group of people walking 

across the fields. Wilhelm said, “They 

look like my family, but there is one too 

few.” 

Indeed, it was Wilhelm’s family and 

one was missing. While still in Langen-

dorf, Wilhelm’s father, Daniel, had died 

and the family delayed their journey till 

after the burial of husband and father. 

Christian W. Bender, son of Wilhelm 

and Susanna Petersheim, was born on 

October 5, 1875. Crist was raised on a 

farm, now owned by John Doyle, and 

enjoyed the work. He was fond of ani-

mals, always wanting to be the first one to 

the barn to see the sheep and lambs. 

Crist attended the Chestnut Spring 

School in Springs, and later became a 
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teacher. Cold buckwheat cakes were a 

common lunch for him on a school day. 

Crist was involved in church life from a 

very early time where the Bender’s at-

tended the Amish Mennonite Church. 

The German language was used in all the 

services for both preaching and singing. 

In 1881, when Crist was five years of 

age, four Amish Mennonite Church 

houses were built: Niverton, Summit 

Mills, Maple Glen, and Cherry Glade.  

Ida Hershberger was born on July 9, 

1876. Her family had roots in Basal, 

Switzerland. Like Crist, Ida was raised on 

a farm and had her routine of farm 

Top: House in Langendorf, Germany, home of Daniel Bender (father of Wilhelm) at time 

of death in 1842. Photo taken before the house was dismantled circa early 1930s.  Cour-

tesy of Leroy Beachy, who received the photo from a resident of Langendorf. 

Bottom: Langendorf (bei Wohra), Germany. View from the hillside, 1978. Photo by 

David I. Miller  



 

 

chores. She attended Cross Roads School. 

Church life, as noted in Ida’s diaries, was 

very important. 

Ida became a very skilled seamstress, 

using her knitting machine to make socks 

for the boys and stockings for the girls. 

Later, with her new sewing machine, she 

made many suits for men and boys. 

Ida was known for her hospitality as 

she reached out to others. She sang with a 

fine soprano voice as she worked. 

The Sunday noon meal could be a 

busy time for Ida as church folk from 

Oak Dale and Maple Glen often would 

stop in unannounced for the Sunday noon 

meal. As many as twenty people could be 

expected. Who would come was not usu-

ally known in advance, so it was interest-

ing who would stop for Sunday dinner. 

Ida was always ready to help others and 

reached out when someone was sick. 

On October 22, 1898, Crist and Ida 

were married at the Oak Dale Church. 

When Joel J. Miller pronounced them 

husband and wife he admonished them, 

“so go forth in the fear of the Lord.”  

It is evident that Crist and Ida related 

with each other very much as compan-

ions during their married life. Their sup-

port of each other was obvious in both 

their church and personal lives.  

In 1917 Crist and Ida traveled by train 

to Michigan for the Conservative Amish 

Mennonite Conference. At home, Crist 

would often travel by buggy or sleigh. It 

was a trip of approximately fifteen miles 

when he preached at Cherry Glade. 

In her later years, Ida had a heart con-

dition and was home bound for a year, 

bedfast for most of that time. As she be-

came increasingly frail, she seemed “just 
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worn out and weak,” as someone com-

mented. Some of the grandchildren re-

member being told to be very quiet be-

cause Grandma was not feeling well. On 

a personal note, as a five year old, I re-

member Grandpa carrying a pink plate 

with food to Grandma’s bedside. The 

plate had hot water in the bottom com-

partment to help keep the food warm. I 

recall being impressed at his loving act of 

carrying food to Ida ever so tenderly and 

caring. Ida died on February 6, 1945, at 

the age of sixty-eight. 

Crist would spend the next seventeen 

years as a widower. Crist’s death came on 

March 16, 1962, at the age of eighty-six. 

Approximately seven hundred people 

attended his funeral.  

Crist was a man of deep personal con-

viction with great devotion to his family 

and the church. Throughout life his re-

spect and reverence for God was obvious. 

It was not unusual to hear him repeat the 

line, “The Lord willing.” Truly he be-

lieved that the God of Abraham, Isaac 

and Jacob was also the God of Daniel, 

Wilhelm and Crist, and his children, ex-

tending from generation to generation. 

Nine children were born to Crist and 

Ida, four boys and five girls. And we here 

today are the recipients, not only of our 

family’s history, but also of its heritage. 

This legacy of family is ours today as we 

meet here, even though none of the nine 

children are with us now 

Our parents experienced, as do we all, 

the challenges of life, the mountains and 

the valleys, the victories and defeats, the 

agreements and disagreements, the suc-

cesses and failures, the known and the 

unknown. But in the end, they prevailed. 

Today we would not want to eulogize 

them in death beyond what they were in 

life. They were human, they were frail, 

yet they were strong. And we are the bet-

ter for what they gave to us. 

Today marks the fruition of more than 

a year’s work since the grandchildren of 

Crist and Ida were invited to a meeting in 

the spring of 2012 to discuss the possibil-

ity of writing a book about our family. 

The response was enthusiastic. Shortly 

thereafter, each of the nine families desig-

Top: This oven on the homestead of C. W. and Ida Bender was used for baking bread 

and other pastries. The bake house was removed in the 1950s with the oven left intact. 

Photography by Esther Maust Beitzel. 

Bottom: The baby carriage used by Christian W. and Ida Bender for all of 

their children. Photo by Yolanda (Yoder) Schlabach, great-granddaughter of 

C. W. and Ida Bender  and owner of the carriage.  
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Thy Word that we can understand - can 

learn and understand - what Thy will is for 

us. 

And give us grace and wisdom from on 

high that we may look to Thee for help and 

strength in time of trouble, in time of terror, 

and in time of adversity. 

And also guide us on that better and 

upward way that leads to life. 

Yea, Father, we thank Thee that Thou 

hast cared for us; that Thou hast established 

a Home where Thy children can assemble 

together and worship Thee and build up 

Thy cause and be instrumental in bringing 

life, life everlasting, upon this sin cursed 

world that Satan is trying to destroy. 

Our Father, who art in Heaven, hal-

lowed be Thy name. 

Thy Kingdom come.  

Thy will be done in earth, as it is in 

Heaven. 

And give us this day our daily bread,  

And forgive us our debts, 

   as we forgive our debtors. 

And lead us not into temptation, but deliver 

us from evil;  

For Thine is the kingdom, and the 

power, and the glory, forever. Amen. 

 

Sources 
Lucy Beachy, ed. Daniel Bender Family 

History. Grantsville, MD: The Bender Book 

Revision Committee, 1985. (Available from 

nated a writer to tell the story of their par-

ticular lineage. Gradually the stories un-

folded as the various individuals contrib-

uted in research and writing on the life of 

Crist and Ida. Cousins and others put in 

countless hours as the book was birthed. 

The name of the book: Hearthside.  It 

communicates our shared heritage and 

gives tribute to Christian W. and Ida 

Bender. The outdoor oven on the family 

homestead still stands, reminding us of 

the hearthside aroma of bread baking, 

hospitality, and nourishment.  

On June 5, 1955, at the wedding of Ida 

and Elmer H. Maust, Grandpa (Christian 

W. Bender), offered the following prayer 

(listen to an audio recording of it online: 

http://www.amishmennonitehistorians.com/

photo-video-audio-history/ ): 
 

Our kind and merciful Father in 

Heaven, 

We again have great need to thank Thee 

for the many blessings we receive from Thy 

provident hand. 

We thank Thee for this privilege that we 

can assemble together in this place of wor-

ship to Thy name’s honor and glory. 

Yea, we thank Thee that Thou hast well 

arranged for the perpetuation of Thy chil-

dren, of Thy people, that Thou hast set upon 

the earth. 

And we thank Thee Thou hast given us 

The Casselman Historians, P. O. Box 159, 

Grantsville, MD 21536, $15 + $3 P&H). 

C. W. Bender. Descendants of Daniel 

Bender. Printed at Berlin, PA; no copyright 

listed, 1948. (Out of print.) 

Gertrude Miller Slabach, ed. Hearth-

side – The Life and Stories of Christian W. 

and Ida Hershberger Bender and Their 

Children. By the editors, 2013. (Available 

as noted below).  

 

 

Hearthside Available 

Hearthside (331 pages; 8" X 10 1/2 di-

mension) is the story of Christian W. and 

Ida (Hershberger) Bender (1875-1962 

and 1876-1945) and their family, written 

by their descendants. To order, send 

check of $32.00 per book 

(includes S&H), payable to 

and addressed to Gertrude 

Slabach, 4242 Cluster 

Springs Rd., Alton, VA 

24520. Or contact: 434-

579-4482 (Cell) or 434-

753-1632 (Home). Be sure to include 

your phone number and shipping ad-

dress if different from the information 

on your check.. The book will be 

shipped directly to you from the pub-

lisher. Both your phone number and 

address are required. 

Hearthside Excerpt: 

“Memories” of Christian 

W.  & Ida Bender by  Old-

est Grandson Philip Bender, 

b. 1923 

I remember: 

 

 Going to Grandma’s house to 

be fitted for suits. She made a 

couple of suits for me. 

 Watching the train come and 

go from West Salisbury to 

Niverton when I was at their 

house. 

 Going to Grandpa and 

Grandma’s for Sunday dinner. 

We usually had fruit salad in  a 

beautiful glass bowl and layer 

cake on a cake stand. 

 The dish of pink lozenges on the 

shelf by the desk. 

 The ferns and a Christmas cactus 

in a corner of the kitchen. We 

still have a plant started from that 

cactus. 

 When our oldest child was born, 

Grandpa and Fannie came to 

visit. Grandpa said, “I heard 

something I never heard before.” 

He was talking about  being 

called a great-grandfather. Clif-

ford was his first great-

grandchild. 
C. W. Bender (1875-1962)  
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T hroughout the decades since the 

publication of Descendants of 

Daniel Bender (DDB) in 1948, it was 

generally accepted by descendants and 

some historians that Wilhelm Bender 

(BD4) (the alphanumeric parenthetical 

numbers throughout refer to Amish and 

Amish Mennonite Genealogies by Gin-

gerich and Kreider) )  came to America in 

1830 accompanied by Peter Kinsinger 

(KS4) who arranged for payment of 

Wilhelm’s passage through indentured 

service. But some of the accepted features 

of Wilhelm’s immigration were ques-

tioned recently when it was noted that 

Peter Kinsinger’s known biography does 

not match some references to him in the 

accepted Wilhelm story. This has led to 

questions about the identity of Wilhelm’s 

escort and year of immigration?  

The answers to these questions would 

seem to be at hand if the passenger lists of 

all sail ships had been well executed, pre-

served, and were available today. The 

very title of one important resource on 

such matters – Passenger Arrivals at the 

Port of Baltimore 1820-18341 – would 

seem to hold promise of information. But 

a search in that tome reveals that some 

passenger lists of Baltimore arrivals are 

missing, including some of the 1820s and 

the 1830s. Since tradition and available 

sources insist that Baltimore was the port 

of Wilhelm’s arrival, and since a passen-

ger list with Wilhelm’s name has not 

been found, the lists important to this 

study apparently are lost and we need to 

turn to other resources.     

 

Was Peter Kinsinger Wilhelm’s 

escort? 
C. W. Bender, in the Foreword of 

DDB, states: “Peter Kinsinger, an Amish 

friend who was coming to America, paid 

Wilhelm’s passage.”2 DDB places 

Wilhelm’s arrival in America at about 

1830, but Peter Kinsinger (KS4) arrived 

in Baltimore in 1841.3  Born in 1818, 

Peter would have been twelve years old 

in 1830. By the time of Peter’s arrival, 

Wilhelm already had applied for naturali-

zation, was married, and held a patent on 

a parcel of land.4 DDB’s designation of 

Peter Kinsinger as Wilhelm’s escort ap-

parently was based on stories of 

Wilhelm’s immigration as remembered 

at the time of writing. The story in DDB 

is given without documentation.5  

 A considerable span of time was 

involved from Wilhelm’s arrival in 

America to the writing of DDB in 1948,  

i.e. more than a century. Wilhelm was 

about 60 years of age when his youngest 

son, C. W. Bender, compiler of DDB and 

author of its Foreword, was born. He was 

age 18 when his father, Wilhelm, died in 

1894. The Foreword in DDB was written 

fifty-four years after Wilhelm’s death. 

These spans of time contribute to the pos-

sibility of error creeping into memories 

and oral stories.  

 In comparison to the account in 

DDB of 1948, the Foreword in the re-

vised edition of 1985 does not name Peter 

Kinsinger as Wilhelm’s escort, but men-

tions “an Amish friend by the name of 

Kinsinger.”6 Was the escort’s identity in 

question in 1985? Was C. W. Bender 

correct that a Kinsinger was with 

Wilhelm, but incorrect on which 

Kinsinger, when he wrote his Foreword 

in 1948?  

 The story of a Kinsinger accompany-

ing Wilhelm and arranging for his inden-

ture in Baltimore for payment of fare 

cannot be dismissed easily. It is deeply 

imbedded in the family tradition. But the 

difficulty of giving that role to Peter 

Kinsinger calls for a search for another 

immigrant of the same surname. That 

search leads to considering Peter’s 

brother, Jacob.  

 

Was Jacob Kinsinger Wilhelm’s 

Escort? 
Instead of Peter, was Jacob with 

Wilhelm? Jacob Kinsinger (KS1) and his 

wife (given name unknown) departed 

Germany, bound for America in 1832 or 

1833.7 Theirs was an unusually long, 

difficult, and dangerous voyage of four-

teen weeks. Fellow passengers included 

Valentine and Catherine Tice. After three 

months on the ocean, Mrs. Kinsinger 

gave birth to a son, Jacob, Jr., on Septem-

ber 1. She died at childbirth and was bur-

ied at sea. Catherine Tice, who had given 

birth to a son, John, on July 24, then took 

Jacob, Jr., into her care and nursed him 

along with her own son.8 

Did Wilhelm sail with the Tices and 

Jacob Kinsinger? A positive answer to 

the question faces two barriers. First, the 

story of an unusually long oceanic trip 

with severe scarcity of supplies seems 

absent from Bender family tradition. 

Would not a memory of the death of a 

new mother and an orphan baby fostered 

by another new mother have impressed 

Wilhelm enough to pass it on to future 

generations? A second barrier is chrono-

logical: Wilhelm is thought to have immi-

grated in 1829 or 1830 and Jacob in 1832 

(some say 1833). Can Jacob’s and 

Wilhelm’s years of coming to America 

be brought together? 

 

When did Wilhelm arrive in 

Baltimore?  
DDB does not directly state the year 

of Wilhelm’s immigration. But it states 

that Wilhelm married Katherine Miller 

“about eight years [after arrival] in 1838.” 

This suggests 1830, but the period of 

eight years from immigration to marriage 

is given without documented reference, 

and as “about.”   

According to notes by Beulah 

Bender, Wilhelm arrived in America in 

1829. These notes are written in a small 

personal spiral-bound notebook as a re-

cord of a conversation with C. W. 

Bender. Reference to Wilhelm at some 

points in her notes as “father” indicates 

that Beulah wrote some direct quotations 

Wilhelm Bender – Who Crossed the Ocean with Him? 

By David I. Miller 
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when in the conversation. The following 

is excerpted from her notes, dated August 

1957: 
Wilhelm Bender was born 142 years 

ago, August 22, 1815. . . My father 

[quoting C. W. in first person] was the 

oldest of the family. He came across in 

1829. A group of them came across – 

some Kinsingers. Wilhelm was 14 years 

old when he came across. Wilhelm was 

left at Baltimore to work out his fare. 

1838 he was married. Uncle Crist 

[referring to C. W. in third person] was 

18 years old when [Wilhelm] died.9  

 

A third source with reference to 

Wilhelm’s year of immigration is 

Wilhelm’s obituary. It reads as follows 

[brackets mine]:    

 
May 29, 1894 [date of death], William D. 

Bender, near Tub [now Springs], Somer-

set Co., Pa. He was born in Oberndorf,10 

Germany, March 15, 1814. He came to 

America in 1829, united with the Amish 

Mennonite church in 1833, and was 

married in 1836. Thirteen years after-

wards his wife died and he was married 

again. He had 21 children, 51 grandchil-

dren, and three great-grandchildren. Bur-

ied at the Hershberger Amish M[eeting] 

H[ouse] May 31. Services by Joel J. 

Miller and Elias Yoder.11 

 

Wilhelm’s year of immigration is 

noted also in his naturalization papers. 

The papers include the following com-

ments and explanations: 
 

Wilhelm  “arrived at the Port of Balti-

more . . . in the year 1830 (to the best of 

his knowledge)” and he “resided within 

the limits and under the jurisdiction of the 

United States for five years last past [as 

of August 31, 1841], within the State of 

Pennsylvania.”  

  

The four sources noted above lead to 

a conclusion that Wilhelm immigrated in 

1829 or 1830. The implications in DDB 

that suggest 1830 are weakened by the 

use of “about” in reference to the period 

of eight years from immigration to mar-

riage, and by the absence of documenta-

tion. Also, the time given in DDB of 

Wilhelm’s first marriage is brought into 

question by the time given in the obitu-

ary.  The statement in 

the immigration pa-

pers that Wilhelm 

immigrated in 1830  is 

qualified by the paren-

thetical phrase, “to the 

best of his knowl-

edge.” This suggests 

that Wilhelm, as he 

faced the court in 

Cumberland, Mary-

land, faced some un-

certainty at the mo-

ment about the exact year of his immigra-

tion. The reference to residing in the 

United States “for five years last past” 

should not be taken to refer to the extent 

of his time in America, but as a certifica-

tion that Wilhelm had met the legal quali-

fication of at least five years residency 

before applying for citizenship.   

The statement in Wilhelm’s obituary, 

“He came to America in 1829,” points to 

that year as the time of Wilhelm’s immi-

gration. Obituaries are considered reli-

able. Wilhelm’s gravestone states the 

same year. C. W. Bender had that year in 

mind when he visited with Beulah 

Bender in 1957. A date of 1829 can be 

reconciled with the “about” of DDB and 

the phrase, “to the best of his knowledge” 

in the immigration papers. These factors 

favor a conclusion that Wilhelm arrived 

in Baltimore in 1829, with 1830 as a less 

plausible option. This means that only if 

Jacob Kinsinger immigrated in 1829  

could he have been Wilhelm’s escort.   

  

When did Jacob Kinsinger ar-

rive in Baltimore? 
Two significant sources, the grave 

stone of John V. Tice and the obituary of 

Jacob Kinsinger, Jr. (KS11), testify to the 

year of immigration of Jacob Kinsinger, 

Sr., as 1833. As noted above, Jacob 

Kinsinger, Jr. and John V. Tice were born 

at sea on the voyage that brought Jacob 

Kinsinger, Sr. to America. 

The grave of John V. Tice is located 

by Foxtown Road, Accident, Maryland, 

near the old Cherry Glade meeting house 

on the farm occupied by him at the time  

of his death. The inscription on his grave 

marker gives the following information: 
 

John V. Tice, born on the Atlantic Ocean 

July 24, 1833, Died May 24, 1881 Age 

47 Y. 10 M 

  

It was John V. Tice’s mother who 

took on a second baby, the orphaned 

Jacob Kinsinger, Jr., to nurse and care for 

during that ocean voyage. Obviously, 

three events occurred in the same year:  

the birth of John V. Tice, the birth of 

Jacob Kinsinger, Jr., and the immigration 

of Jacob Kinsinger, Sr. The stone at the 

grave of John V. Tice supports 1833 as 

the year of immigration of Jacob 

Kinsinger, Sr. 

What can be learned from the record 

of Jacob Kinsinger, Jr.? He lived in Ore-

gon in the latter years of his life and died 

there. His obituary, as printed in the Ore-

gonian, reads as follows: 
 

In this city [Portland], February 9, at his 

late residence, 1405 Oneonta St., Jacob 

Kensinger, aged 78 years, 5 months, 8 

days. Funeral services will be held at the 

Christian Church at Woodlawn at 1:00 

P.M. today (Saturday). Friends invited. 

Interment Vancouver, Washington.12  

  

The years, months, and days of Jacob 

Jr.’s life span, when subtracted from the 

date of death, calculate September 1, 

1833, as his year of birth. This matches 

the date of birth given in various genealo-

gies and supports the arrival of Jacob 

Grave marker of Wilhelm Bender at  

Niverton, Pa., Amish Cemetery. Photo by 

Keith Yoder. 
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 7. Some secondary sources say 1833, but 

without documentation.  Information from 

grave stones and obituaries  will be noted 

below as indicating 1833. But a transcript of 

the naturalization record in the archives of the 

Mennonite Historical Society of Iowa includes 

the following statement: “The declaration of 

Jacob Kentzenger oath represents that he was 

born in Hesse Cassel in Germany. That he 

migrated from Hesse Cassel in the circle of the 

upper Rhine of Germany, the 2nd May 1832 

six years ago arrived at Baltimore, MD., Oct. 

same year." The original has not been found. 

8. Ibid. 

9. Norman and Beulah Bender of Springs, 

Pennsylvania, were close friends with C. W. 

Bender as a respected uncle and typically 

referred to him as Uncle Crist. Beulah was 

fond of taking notes when listening to sermons 

and informative conversations. The notebook 

is in possession of my wife, Beulah’s daugh-

ter, Erma (Bender) Miller. 

10. Probably Oberurff. See David I. Miller. 

“Bender Backgrounds” in The Daniel Bender 

Family History, by Lucy Beachy, ed. 

(Grantsville, MD: The Bender Book Revision 

Committee, 1985), 10. 

11. Herald Of Truth , Vol. XXXI, No. 13, 

July 1, 1894, 206. 

12. Oregonian (Portland). “Funeral Notices.” 

Vol. LII, Issue 15979, January 10, 1912, 13 

(digital  version © Newsbank and/or the 

American Antiquarian Society 2004; Courtesy 

Oregon Historical Society.). 

13. Noah Wengerd, “The Family History” in 

Family Record of Peter Kinsinger and De-

scendants,  Paul J. Kinsinger (Meyersdale, 

PA: privately printed, 1974), 3; John M. Byler. 

Amish Immigrants of Waldeck and Hesse. 

(Elverson, PA: by the author, 1993), 97; Wil-

liam V. and Betty K. Beachy. The Beachy 

Family Roots. (Baltimore: by the authors, 

1980), 437. 

14. See p. 249. 

15. See pp. 97-100. 

16. In the indexing of ancestry.com, Daniel 

Kinsinger’s name is erroneously transcribed 

from the Census as “David.” In some cases of 

script, the two names – Daniel and David – 

are easily interchanged when the “n” and the 

“v” and also the “id” and “el” are not distinctly 

written. This kind of interchange occurred 

occasionally in the days before road addresses 

were in common use in rural areas and occa-

sionally missent mail was  exchanged between 

the author and Daniel Miller.  
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1. Michael H. Tepper, ed. Passenger Arrivals 

at the Port of Baltimore 1820-1834. Balti-

more: Genealogical Publishing Co., Inc. 1982. 

2. C[hristian] W. Bender. Descendants of 

Daniel Bender. Printed at Berlin, PA; no 

copyright given, 1948, 3. Hereinafter DDB. 

3. Janet Bender, “Jacob and Peter Kinsinger,” 

Casselman Chronicle, 1993, No. 3, p. 30; 

John M. Byler, Amish Immigrants of Waldeck 

and Hesse, By the author, 1993. p. 99; Elias 

Gnagey. Gnaegi Family History. Meyersdale, 

PA: by the author, 1897, 122. 

4. DDB, 78, 79, fold between 88 and 89. 

5. As a grandson of Christian W. Bender with 

access to a large collection of his papers, this 

writer is not aware of any documentation used 

by Bender concerning Wilhelm’s voyage at 

the time of compiling the genealogy. 

6. Ivan J. and Della Miller, “Foreword” in. 

Daniel Bender Family History, Lucy Beachy, 

ed. Grantsville, MD: Bender Book Revision 

Committee, 1985, 7.Kinsinger, Sr., in Baltimore as 1833.  

The available evidence, along with 

genealogies in general,13 leads to 1833 as 

the year of immigration of Jacob 

Kinsinger, Sr., (but see note 7.) Conclud-

ing that the years of immigration were 

1829 for Wilhelm Bender, 1841 for Peter 

Kinsinger, and 1833  (or 1832) for Jacob 

Kinsinger, Sr., we have not identified 

Wilhelm’s escort. But if, as noted above, 

we entertain the notion that the escort was 

a Kinsinger, what are the remaining pos-

sibilities? 

 

Was Daniel Kinsinger 

Wilhelm’s Escort?  
The current status of this search com-

pels further investigation, especially by 

looking for other possibilities of an 

Amish Kinsinger who may have traveled 

with Wilhelm. The only Kinsinger immi-

grants listed in AAMG14 and Amish Im-

migrants of Waldeck and Hesse15 are the 

children of Daniel and Catherine 

Kinsinger (KS). Both parents died in Ger-

many in 1828 and 1834 respectively. The 

year of emigration from Germany to 

America of three of their children is 

known -- Michael (1814-1895) in 1837, 

Peter (1818-1896) in 1841, and Anna 

(1821-1889) in 1842. Their son Daniel 

(ca.1810-ca.1885) also immigrated to 

America, but his year of arrival is not 

given in AAMG or in Amish Immigrants.  

In the Federal Census reports of 1870 

and 1880, Daniel Kinsinger (KS2), is listed 

as born in Germany in 1810.16 In 1870, he 

was living in Butler County, Ohio, in the 

home of a farmer, Peter M. Clark. His oc-

cupation is listed as “works on farm.” In 

1880, he was living in Johnson County, 

Iowa, in the home of his nephew, minister 

(later bishop) Peter Kinsinger, and his occu-

pation is listed as “tailor.” He died single, 

according to AAMG. Little more is known 

about Daniel Kinsinger. The landmark 

work on the Amish history of Johnson 

County, Iowa, From Hazelbrush to Corn-

fields, does not include reference to him, 

perhaps because he moved to Iowa in his 

later years and because he had no descen-

dants. As with Wilhelm Bender and Jacob  

Kinsinger, the passenger list with Daniel 

Kinsinger’s name has not been found.

 Mention is made here of Daniel 

Kinsinger as a possible escort of Wilhelm 

Bender in recognition of the following 

observations:  (1) the tradition prevails 

that it was an Amish man named 

Kinsinger, (2) the records of Peter 

Kinsinger and Jacob Kinsinger, Sr. do not 

show a calendar of immigration compati-

ble with Wilhelm’s, (3) Daniel Kinsinger 

is the only other known Amish Kinsinger 

immigrant related to the Casselman Val-

ley at that time, and (4) the limited known 

information about Daniel Kinsinger does 

not contradict the possibility. However, 

because of the scarcity of information on 

Daniel at this writing, his name is offered 

not so much as a hypothesis, but as a 

question for further research.          

This article concludes inconclusively 

on who accompanied young Wilhelm to 

America. As with a jigsaw puzzle, it is 

difficult or impossible to complete the 

picture without having available all the 

pieces.  A complete set of passenger lists 

of the Atlantic crossings of the period 

would seem to be the most helpful, but is 

not available. The purpose of this article 

is accomplished if it stimulates further 

research and if readers will respond with 

corrections and further information. 
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vania, and moved to New Germany near 

Grantsville, Maryland, before moving to 

Iowa where he served as the first Amish 

bishop in Johnson County. His writings 

provide a window into the life of the Amish 

church of his time. Ryan Graber’s presenta-

tion represents research in the in the archives 

in Kalona, Iowa, Goshen, Ind., and Grants-

ville, Maryland.  

 James L. Yoder, genealogist of Grants-

ville and active member of the Casselman 

Historians, will identify the immigrants 

from the Casselman Valley to Iowa in the 

early days of that settlement. His presenta-

tion works with the question: Who were 

they? A booklet, written especially for this 

meeting, the booklet will be available at the 

meeting. Yoder also has prepared a bus tour 

to sites related to these families in the Cas-

selman Valley and New Germany, includ-

ing the site of Bishop Jacob Swartzendru-

Annual Historical     

Meeting at Grantsville 

The annual historical meeting of the Cassel-

man Historians this year examines the role 

of the Amish of the Casselman Valley of 

Somerset County, Pennsylvania, and 

Garrett County, Maryland, in establishing 

the Amish community of Johnson County, 

Iowa. The meeting begins on Friday eve-

ning, September 19, 2014, at 7:00 P.M., 

continues the next day with a forenoon ses-

sion, and concludes with an afternoon bus 

tour to local historical sites.  

 On Friday evening, Ryan Graber, Mif-

flinburg, Pennsylvania, speaks on the  writ-

ings of Bishop Jacob Swartzendruber.” 

Born in 1800, Swartzendruber was or-

dained in Germany. After immigrating to 

America, he lived first near Berlin, Pennsyl-

ber’s mill and dam in New Germany.    

 Mary Lou Bowers of Iowa City, Iowa, 

will bring the focus of the meeting to Iowa 

and the scene of the early immigrants. She 

deals with the question: What did they do?  

How were their dreams and values lived out 

in the new territory? What were the chal-

lenges they faced upon arrival in Iowa and 

how did they meet them in their families, 

community, and church? Bowers comes to 

this meeting with many years of involve-

ment in the Iowa Mennonite Historical So-

ciety and deep interest and appreciation for 

the heritage and legacy of the early Amish 

settlers in Johnson County, Iowa.  

 For a program brochure or other infor-

mation, contact The Casselman Historians, 

P. O. Box 591, Grantsville, MD 21536, or 

Alice Orendorf at 301-301-501-4326 or 

abcdefor@verizon or download from 

www.amishmennonitehistorians.com 
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